




About Plaza Gardens
Over the last 15 years, Plaza Gardens for development was an efficacious part of the urban 
development in Egypt with various projects in the country’s most prime locations.

In Plaza Gardens, we strive to exceed  our clients’ expectations by providing the best services and 
facilities in all of our projects while applying international quality standards.

Our role doesn’t stop after the completion of the project. In Plaza Gardens, we keep it going, 
prioritizing our residents’ satisfaction and always maintain a follow-up methodology to meet our 
clients’ expectations.
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We Master it .. We releive it



 Rhodes North Coast
Rhodes North Coast is one of Plaza Gardens’ leading projects.

Rhodes North Coast is the first hotel-like hospitality resort on the North Coast, 
While130 acres have been allocated for the project to give its residents the privacy they have 

always searched for, where all units have a sea view to provide you with an extraordinary 
experience. 

The project area was divided into landscapes, swimming pools, lakes, and various facilities to 
enhance your whole summer experience.



In the midst of the blue







All units have a sea view
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Rhodes North Coast is 150 minutes away from Cairo, 
located in one of the most charming spots on the 
Mediterranean sea (Garawla Bay).

Location
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Our services & facilities

Your ultimate summer experience



15 Swimming pools
As summer and swimming pools are two sides of the same coin, we 

have ensured that everyone would have the chance to enjoy the 
summer with 15 various swimming pools with different areas,

starting with a 5500 - meter pool as the main one.

Aqua park
An amusement water park is allocated on an area of 40,000 m2, 

where fun has no limits.



Crystal lagoons & Water lakes
Providing the most joy, we have brought you

a Crystal lagoons to enjoy.

At Rhodes North Coast, you will enjoy the sea view.
Side by side, the different water lakes.

Water activities &
Artificial waves area

Experiencing the charm of the sea through various water activities 
and adventures will be your new adrenaline provider.

An artificial waves area is made for you.



Three dancing fountains
One is fun. Two is more fun. Three is the funniest.

Aqua park
An amusement water park is allocated on an area of 40,000 m2, 

where fun has no limits.



Party lounge
Whenever you wanna party, the party lounge is your destination.

Cinema
Watch the latest movies while enjoying your summer

at Rhodes North Coast.



Restaurants & coffee shops complex
The destination for your favorite outings. Whether you want a dine-in 

or fast food restaurant,whether you are looking for
a coffee shop or searchingfor a cup of coffee,

Our complex is your destination.

Fully integrated mall
All your daily essentials and needs will be easily found in our Mall.



Gym, spa, & social club
Socializing and keeping your healthy daily routine is essential.

At Rhodes North Coast, you won’t miss that.

Hotel and hotel-like hospitality
Five stars hotel, including 400 rooms under

he management of Marriott international group

Fully integrated services



Master Layout





Studio Ground 
Area 56 m2

Studio Typical
Area 60 m2



1 Bedroom Ground
Area 67 m2

1 Bedroom Typical
Area 75 m2



2 Bedroom Ground 
Area 104 m2

2 Bedroom Typical
Area 107 m2



3 Bedroom Ground
Area 145 m2

3 Bedroom Typical
Area 157 m2
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